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DIR INFO PARI CITE WAVE 8765

TYPIC UNSTAR

1. FOLLOWING OBTAINED 6 DEC FROM WIFE UNSTAR IN NASSAU. NO PI DISSEM BEING CONSIDERED WAVE. PLS MAKE COPY AVAILABLE SAS REPORTS.

2. ON 26 NOV AMTHUG, RAUL ROA, LEO VALLEJO AND TWO UNNAMED PBRUMENS LUNCHED UNSTAR FACILITY. DURING OVER FOUR YEARS UNSTAR SERVICE PBRUMEN THIS FIRST TIME SUCH LUNCH HAS TAKEN PLACE. ONLY AMTHUG, OF PBRUMENS, SPOKE DURING LUNCHEON. UNSTAR SURPRISED AMTHUG LACK COMMENT ON COMMERCIAL CREDITS PBRUMEN AND UNSTAR COUNTRY, VIEW FACT PBRUMEN EMBASSY IN UNSTAR COUNTRY ACTIVELY ATTEMPTING ARRANGE CREDITS. AMTHUG DEVOTED CONVERSATION TO ADVANTAGES TO UNSTAR COUNTRY IN CARRYING OUT LARGE SCALE BUSINESS PBRUMEN, PARTICULARLY FIELD AGRO-INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT. AMTHUG SUGGESTED UNSTAR COUNTRY BUY ALL SUGAR FROM PBRUMEN AND ABANDON SUGAR BEET CULTIVATION WHICH UNECONOMICAL. UNSTAR FEELS AMTHUG TRYING GET WESTERN COUNTRIES ESTABLISH SUCH FIRM COMMERCIAL TIES PBRUMEN, THAT COULD NOT BE BROKEN EVEN WITH CHANGE IN PBRUMEN GOVERNMENT. UNSTAR GENERALLY
FELT MUCH WISHFUL THINKING

PART AMTHUG, AND AMTHUG TRYING SET UP SOME SORT "BOOBY TRAP" FOR WEST
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

3. ACCORDING AMTHUG BALANCED TRADE WITH EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
WOULD BE ESTABLISHED IN THREE YEARS, AND PRESENTLY ACCUMULATING
DEFICITS WOULD BE PAID OFF AT LATER TIME. UNSTAR FEELS AMTHUG TRYING
CONVINCE UNSTAR THAT AMTHUG PROPOSES DECREASE ECONOMIC
DEPENDENCE ON EAST EUROPEAN BLOC NATIONS IN COMING MONTHS, HOWEVER
AMTHUG STILL WENT THROUGH USUAL THANKS TO FJSTEAL FOR ECONOMIC AID,
PARTICULARLY DURING LAST CRUCIAL YEARS.

4. UNSTAR FEELS AMTHUG INTOXICATES HIMSELF WITH VERBIAGE ON
PBRUMEN AGRICULTURAL ACHIEVEMENTS. THUS EVEN THO AMTHUG TOLD UNSTAR
ON 26 NOV THAT PBRUMEN EXPECTED 10,000,000 TON HARVEST CANE IN 1979,
IN SPEECH FEW DAYS FOLLOWING AMTHUG INDICATED HARVEST AT LEAST
12,000,000 TONS. UNSTAR OPINES THAT IF SIMILAR PROGRESS IS APPLIED
TO AMTHUG ANNOUNCED 12,000,000 HEAD CATTLE AND 12,000,000 LITERS
MILK BY 1979, IT MOST PROBABLE ALL SUCH STATISTICS WILL REMAIN IN
REALM PURE SPECULATION.
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